General:

Homework will be posted online every Thursday and will be due the following Thursday at 5 PM. Solutions will be posted on the course webpage in the evening of the due date. Therefore no late homework will be accepted. Please make a photocopy of your homework (including code for MATLAB problems) and hand in one copy to the designated mailbox (EE 120 mailbox in the student lounge on the second floor of Cory Hall). Please staple your homework and mark on the first page how many pages total are submitted. Graders will pick up your homework at 5 PM.

Collaboration:

Discussions about homework are allowed and encouraged but each student is expected to write his/her own solutions.

Self-Grading and Score Submission:

Students will grade their own homework and submit the score to the TA no later than 10 PM on the following Monday. Graders will grade the copy of the homework that was placed in the mailbox. Your scores and the graders' scores will be cross-checked. If there are inconsistencies, the instructor will be notified, and will take actions accordingly. Please note the department policy on academic dishonesty: http://www.eecs.berkeley.edu/Policies/acad.dis.shtml

You can get 3 possible scores for a problem, 0, 0.5 and 1. If your solution is entirely correct, you get 1 point. If your solution is more than 50% correct on a single-part problem or you solve at least half the parts entirely correctly for a multi-part problem, you get 0.5 point. Otherwise you get 0 for the problem.

In the email to the TA to report the score, the title should be of the following format: EE120HomeworkX (where X is the homework assignment number). The content of the email should include name, student ID number, and a row of scores (the number of scores should be equal to the number of problems). Please only put spaces between the scores for each problem, i.e. no commas, no semi-colons, no new-lines.

Example of a student submitting self-graded score for Homework 1. There are 6 problems for the problem set.
Title of email: EE120Homework1
Content of email:
Name: First Last
SID: 10001000
1 0.5 1 0 1 1